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          30th March 2012 

Dear Sir 

RE: Objection to GREEN FLASH TRADING 251 and 257 (PTY) LTD application for Prospecting Rights in the 

ocean off Adam se Baai and Cape Columbine/Infanta respectively. 

WWF is one of the World's largest and most respected independent conservation organisations, with almost 5 

million supporters and a global network active in over 100 countries. WWF's mission is to stop the degradation 

of the earth's natural environment and to build a future in which humans live in harmony with nature, by 

conserving the world's biological diversity, ensuring that the use of renewable natural resources is sustainable, 

and promoting the reduction of pollution and wasteful consumption.  Additionally, WWF has a sustained and 

widespread presence in the marine environment with numerous initiatives aimed at sustainable use of this 

important and economically significant biome.  

Overall, WWF objects to the application by GREEN FLASH TRADING 251 and 257 (PTY) LTD for Prospecting 

Rights in the ocean off Adam se Baai and Cape Columbine/Infanta respectively on the grounds that the 

EIA/EMP is completely inadequate and needs to recommence following the NEMA-mandated process, clearly 

evaluating the impacts.  Should prospecting prove the economic viability of the resource a second full EIA must 

be conducted to evaluate all the potential impacts of producing the mineral from the sea floor before 

consideration could be given to permit the mining of the resource.  

More specifically, WWF would like to voice a number of concerns relating to the Environmental Management 

Plan submitted as part of their application to obtain a prospecting right for phosphate and “unspecified 

minerals” off South Africa’s west coast: 

1. Environmental Concerns 
 
The Environmental Management Plan has been poorly compiled, includes contradicting information and 

appears to be a “cut and paste job” from other documents with very little attention given to content.  A cursory 

glance of the document reveals the following issues: 

1.1 We urgently draw your attention to the fact that the proposed prospecting area overlaps with areas 

identified in the National Biodiversity Assessment and Offshore Marine Protected Areas report as areas of key 

biodiversity importance.  Had WWF been properly consulted and notified, such information would have been 

provided immediately but given the inadequate consultation process undertaken by the applicant, WWF was 

not afforded this opportunity.   
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1.2 The detail on “Invasive sampling” is unclear and confusing and does not appear to align with the 

prospecting works plan.  For example, it is unclear whether 12 grab, trench or core drilling samples will be 

taken in total over the 5 years or 12 per grid and doesn’t explain the grid size other than to say it will be 

narrowed as the programme proceeds. The Plan makes the statement that ‘The prospecting program will have 

little or no impact on the ocean floor and the fish, creatures and plants that inhabit the ocean floor around the 

South African coast.’, but makes insufficient attempt to justify this statement.  Where it does attempt some 

form of explanation it includes incorrect information such as ‘…the ocean floor is fluid.’ (page 5 of the EMP)  

Additionally, given the general lack of knowledge of impacts from prospecting for phosphate in a marine 

environment, we find it questionable that the applicant can make the statement that, ‘the prospecting program 

will have little or no impact on the ocean floor and the fish, creatures and plants that inhabit the ocean floor 

around the South African coast.’  Surely such a statement is misleading as there is no evidence from past 

prospecting activities to back this up?  This by default implies the necessity for an extreme precautionary 

approach and not one as simplistic and dismissive as that suggested by the applicant. 

1.3 On Page 3 of the EMP it is stated that ‘10 000 marine species exist in South Africa accounting for 15% of 

coastal marine biodiversity’ yet later on the same page the contradictory statement “12 000 species accounting 

for 6% of coastal marine biodiversity are found in South Africa,” is to be found.  

1.4 Additionally, the statement that South Africa’s coastline is 3000km long is made three times throughout the 

document, suggesting that sections of text have been cut and pasted from various sources with little to no 

effort to thoroughly research or compile accurate and coherent text. 

1.5 As an indication of the unacceptable attention given to the possible implications of the applicants  proposed 

activities  on marine biodiversity an unacceptably  cursory description of the bottom habitat which has clearly 

omitted to take the National Marine Spatial Biodiversity Assessment into account (Lombard et al 2004 

http://bgis.sanbi.org/nsba/project.asp, South African National Biodiversity Institute).  

1.6 The EMP makes no mention of mitigation of potential impacts nor does it allow for the collection of 

information to inform the potential impact on biodiversity. We therefore request that should the DMR grant a 

prospecting right, a requirement be  that the mapping scheduled to take place in year 1 and 2 include 

overlaying potential phosphate mining areas with layers provided for in the National Biodiversity Assessment 

(2004 and 2012) and the Mining and Biodiversity Guidelines which will allow the assessment and 

communication of the overlap of mining with threatened ecosystem types.  Given, that limited understanding 

of the impact of future phosphate mining on biodiversity exists we propose that should the applicant be 

successful in obtaining a prospecting right, the applicant be required to collect information during this 

prospecting phase to inform the potential impact on biodiversity should mining even be considered in the 

future. 

1.7 We are of the informed opinion that this application should not be considered as the purpose of 

prospecting is to ultimately mine the resource should a viable deposit be found.  Although knowledge of the 

impacts from phosphate mining are limited, based on what the activity would involve, it is safe to assume that 

potential impacts from any future phosphate mining activity would be so extreme  that even prospecting 

should be prevented from  taking place.  Besides the direct impact on marine biodiversity and the functioning 

http://bgis.sanbi.org/nsba/project.asp
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of associated ecosystems, there will be a severe impact on the socio-economics of associated fishing industries.  

As an example the South African Hake Trawl Fishery would be negatively impacted and as this is the largest 

fishing sector in South Africa in terms of value (R2.7 billion), this must be avoided at all costs. This fishery is 

Marine Stewardship Council certified as being a responsible and sustainable fishery (www.msc.org).  Much 

investment (in excess of R10 million) has been undertaken and is on-going to understand and address any 

impacts of this fishery on bottom habitats. As a result of what is being proposed by your client, much of this will 

be undermined by the proposed exploitation of phosphate.  

1.8 Given that this is, possibly one of the first applications to prospect for phosphate in South Africa it is critical 

that the process of applying for a right be undertaken correctly and thoroughly as anything less would set a 

dangerous precedent.  

1.9 Furthermore, it should be noted that South Africa is signatory to the United Nations Convention on the Law 

of the Sea (UNCLOS) and the Convention for Biodiversity (CBD), which obliges signatory states to preserve and 

protect the marine environment, the Reykjavik Declaration which commits parties to implement an Ecosystem 

Approach to Fisheries management and applies the FAO Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries which 

advocates the precuationary principle in the face of uncertainty.  Given the clear lack of understanding of the 

exact impacts from prospecting and eventual phospate mining, the precautionary principle must be applied and 

activities such as those proposed by your client prevented. 

 

2. Consultation Concerns 

 

2.1 WWF, a key stakeholder, has not been consulted and as an international NGO with an established presence 

in the area, we state for the record that due process was not followed by Green Flash Trading 251 and 257 

(PTY) LTD. In this regard we hereby lodge an objection on the grounds that we only became aware of the 

stakeholder meeting which was held on the 27th February 2012 via a colleague on the same day of the meeting. 

2.2 Subsequent correspondence received from Steyn Kinnear (legal representatives for Green Flash Trading 251 

(PTY) LTD) alerted us to a series of adverts that were allegedly published in ‘Die Burger’ and ‘Cape Times’ as an 

attempt on the part of the prospecting right applicant to notify interested and affected parties.  Scrutiny of the 

advert revealed that this inadequate attempt at notification referred to the incorrect meeting venue i.e. Van 

Riebeek Primary school when in fact the meeting venue was held at Van Riebeek Pre-primary. As a result of this 

error on the part of the applicant, WWF was unable to locate the meeting and participate.  In addition, the time 

afforded to WWF (since finding out about the application) placed us at a disadvantage and we hereby request 

that our concerns and objections be included.   

2.3 For the record, WWF immediately notified Mr Venter of Steyn Kinnear Inc and again on the 14th of March 

about our inability to locate the meeting venue and thus comment. On both occasions, we expressed our desire 

to participate in the process. Additionally, we enquired about timelines for consultation, but only received a 

reply on the 27th of March 2012 (almost a month later).  We have also subsequently been informed that the 

http://www.msc.org/
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public comment period ended on the 28th of February, only a day after the public meeting leaving no time for 

stakeholders to adequately engage in the process. 

2.4 Having further scrutinized the EMP, on page 17, it is stated, “We hereby request the department of 

Mineral resources to assist us in identifying all the landowners and interested and affected parties as these 

prospecting rights applied for fall within the Coastal waters of South Africa,” implying that the applicant was 

seeking assistance with identification of stakeholders.  By further reasoning the reply from Steyn Kinnear (dated 

26th March 2012 but only received on the 27th March 2012) that, “a Public Participation Meeting scheduled for 

27 February 2012 was advertised in Die Burger Newspaper as well as The Cape Times Newspaper, inviting all 

interested and affected parties to attend the said meeting,” is irrelevant as clearly we were not directly 

approached as an obvious interested and affected party.  An advert in 2 newspapers that may or may not have 

been read by interested and affected parties certainly does not constitute an adequate attempt at notification 

(as clearly evidenced by the original desire of the applicant to obtain assistance from the DMR in this regard) 

and only constitutes part of a notification process.  

2.5 Our assertion thus stands that your clients attempts to notify and consult were wholly inadequate and may 

constitute a breach of the requirements of the Minerals and Petroleum Resource Development Act (MPRDA).  

In this regard, we will notify the DMR directly of our concerns and objections and hereby request that in 

addition to this, our letter of objection be included in full in your submission to the DMR. 

2.6 The EMP provides no evidence that authors are registered EIA Practitioners or Registered Natural Scientists 

(Pr.Sci.Nat.). 

In conclusion, we strongly object to any form of prospecting for phosphate by Green Flash Trading 251 and 257 

(PTY) LTD on the grounds that a) inadequate notification and consultation took place, b) potential impacts of 

prospecting have not been adequately considered, c) the EMP is inadequate, misrepresentative and misleading 

and d) a prospecting right is a precursor to a mining right application which should be prevented in such a 

sensitive environment for reasons already expressed. 

A copy of this correspondence will be lodged with the DMR and an urgent request made for our inclusion in any 

REMDEC meeting that is convened as a result of our substantial objections. 

 

Kind regards, 

 

Dr Samantha Petersen 

Senior manager: Marine Programme, WWF South Africa 


